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LOFAR – Remote Sensing of the Heliosphere
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sources used to probe solar 
wind velocity and density.  
Multiple stations enable 
more-accurate cross-
correlation analysis.

Faraday rotation of polarised 
signal, from pulsars or 
Galactic foreground, offers 
prospect of interplanetary 
magnetic field measurement. 
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Heliospheric Tomography

Jackson+, 2020

3-D views of velocity and density throughout the 
inner heliosphere can be reconstructed from 
combining many observations of IPS.

(a) CME seen in LASCO C3;

(b) The same CME seen in IPS tomographic 
reconstruction, modelling density from the 
scintillation levels;

(c) Ecliptic view of the CME seen in IPS;

(d) The IPS density values passing across L1, 
and the direct WIND measurement.
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Heliospheric Tomography

Jackson+, 2020

An ENLIL variant which uses IPS tomography as the solar wind input has been developed.  Example 
results are shown here, along with the comparison of model velocity and density with values measured 
at Earth.  The model is also propagated a further five days into the future.

Jackson+, 2020
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Heliospheric Tomography

MWA

Stations worldwide are necessary to continually monitor the solar wind.  Currently, 
only ISEE feeds data directly into tomography, which means that events can be 
missed.  The addition of LOFAR data demonstrably improves the tomographic 
reconstructions.  
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Detailed Observations

LOFAR can obtain detailed information on the solar wind and CME velocity, density, and turbulence, from long-duration 
observations.  Left: Rise in velocity associated with a CME or shock front ahead of it, seen 2-hours ahead of an increase in 
density. Right: Density enhancements seen by LOFAR (diamonds) plotted with those modelled using MHD.

Fallows+, in prep, 2022

Iwai+, in prep, 2022
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Detailed Observations
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LOFAR imaging of the turbulent scintillation structure 
gives fundamental information on the small-scale 
structure within the solar wind and CMEs, complementing 
the large-scale structure seen in white-light observations.
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Space Weather Model Ensemble Pruning

Observations of pulsars provide direct 
measurements of the column density 
along the line of sight.  These can be 
combined with models such as 
EUHFORIA to, ultimately, prune 
ensemble forecasts for greater 
accuracy.  

Left: Pulsar measurements are in 
good agreement with various solar 
wind density models; agreement with 
EUHFORIA is limited in these cases 
by less dense solar wind reducing the 
pulsar measurements, but not 
included in the model.

Shaifullah+, in prep, 2022
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Interplanetary Magnetic Field

Measurement of the strength and 
direction of the interplanetary magnetic 
field is the “holy grail” of space weather. 

Measurement of the Faraday rotation of 
pulsar signals shows considerable 
promise in being able to observe the 
magnetic field in a CME.

Such measurements would best be 
used to help prune ensemble model 
runs, as with the pulsar column density 
measurements.

Red curve below shows change in rotation 
due to the passage of a CME.
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LOFAR4SW – Monitoring the Heliosphere
Monitoring is essential to be able to observe and study all possible events, and this is what LOFAR4SW will bring.   For example, 
during the highly active period of September 2017, LOFAR missed observing the largest solar eruptions, missed observing an Earth-bound 
CME, and only observed the ultra-fast CME thanks to a speedy application for Directors Discretionary Time.

The DDT gave us valuable, detailed, data from one IPS source, but LOFAR4SW would have given us the additional tomographic 
observations and enabled us to track the CME’s progress through the inner heliosphere.  As it is, the CME was not picked up adequately by 
ISEE, and therefore is not obvious in the tomography (plane-of-sky images below left, SUSANOO model with LOFAR measurement right).
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LOFAR4SW Heliosphere Operational Example

Scenario 2: Confirmation of a 
potential significant Earth-
bound CME (e.g., based on 
CME SOHO/LASCO partial-
Halo classification or higher 
with any velocity):

Normal Observing – Focus on short IPS observations to feed 
directly into 3-D tomography.

● Re-concentration of IPS source positioning on the sky to where CME has been indicated based 
on the LASCO trigger until confirmation of L1 in-situ impact; if no L1 in-situ impact, calculate 
travel time from LASCO POS input +20%. If CCMC scoreboard has values use the latest 
possible arrival time including the maximum error stated.

● Re-concentration of polarised sources (FR) sky positions to try to capture the CME based on 
LASCO trigger until confirmation of L1 in-situ impact; if no L1 in-situ impact, calculate travel time 
from LASCO POS input +20% or if CCMC scoreboard has values use the latest possible arrival 
time including the maximum error stated.
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